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'� If Jack Reacher and Lisbeth Salander had a Black/Thai love child, she would be SOPHIE.'�
Domestic abuse survivor, brilliant hacker, chronic depressive, Sophie is a complicated
woman'�Sophie’s superpower: everyone falls in love with her'� Likes kids and dogs better than
people'�Never, never gives up on a case. Never.Paradise is drowning in lava.What would you do
to survive during a volcanic eruption?Security specialists Sophie and Jake take a job to rescue
a teen girl shacked up with a dangerous meth cooker on the Big Island, and their wilderness
destination turns out to be in the path of the biggest eruption Hawaii has seen in decades.
Soon, they’re embroiled in a natural disaster too hot for anyone to handle.Trapped underground
in a lava tube, engulfed by darkness and heat, they struggle to outrun a deadly force that
consumes everything in its path.“I rapidly devour each book in this series as soon as they're
released. Neal's writing immerses you into the story, with multi-faceted characters that you'll be
interested in and care about. Cannot put them down!” — Reviewer

NATIONAL BESTSELLER “If you are a life hacker, this book is a keeper.” —Forbes “Chris
Bailey has tackled the daunting task of personally experimenting with any and every technique
you can imagine that could positively affect your productivity. His dedication to the project and
his intelligent conclusions, combined with his candor and articulateness, make this a fun,
interesting, and useful read!” —David Allen, author of Getting Things Done“Chris Bailey might
be the most productive man you’d ever hope to meet.” —TED Blog“Here’s a book that
promises, in the title, to pay for itself. And, the truth is, it will, in just a few days. And you’ll even
enjoy the journey.” —Seth Godin, author of Linchpin“Chris has written the ultimate guidebook
for setting your life on fire. Read it, and you’ll not only get more done, you’ll feel better about it
too.” —Laura Vanderkam, author of I Know How She Does It“So often we get stuck just doing
what we have always done, even if it’s not really working. This book helps you cut through all
the productivity advice out there to find and test what really works for you.” —Shawn Achor,
positive psychology researcher and New York Times bestselling author of The Happiness
Advantage “The Productivity Project is well-written, fun, practical and useful all at the same
time. I loved this book. It’s practical Buddhism at its best!” —Marshall Goldsmith, bestselling
author of Triggers, MOJO and What Got You Here Won’t Get You There“Chris doesn’t just want
you to be more productive. He wants you to live a better life. This book is a two-hour ticket to
not only becoming more productive, but becoming genuinely happier.” —Neil Pasricha, author
of The Book of Awesome and The Happiness Equation“[B]ecause of [Bailey’s] personal
experiences, the book has a special appeal. . . . Although it’s about his personal odyssey, it’s
really about you—and how you can accomplish more and be happier each day. . . . The year
has started with a productivity bang, at least in books . . .All are excellent, but I would rate [The
Productivity Project] the best if you had to read just one.” —The Globe and Mail “My initial
reaction was ‘A self-help book? Not for me.’ But it turns out, this book is for me—and you. . . .
This funny read . . . will really get you thinking about how to make the most of your time and
energy.” —Ottawa Magazine “[E]very entrepreneur and professional I’ve met in business wants
and needs to be more productive, but finding the approach that works for them can be elusive.
I think you will find the techniques presented here well worth adding to your work ethic.” —
Martin Zwilling, Forbes“Straightforward and packed with practical tips, it’ll have you
reevaluating how you spend your precious minutes.” —Vitamin Daily “Bailey’s commitment to



long form writing, analysis and experimenting with different approaches attracted my attention.
His willingness to track results, numbers and share his findings reminds me of Tim Ferriss’s
earlier work on productivity. The world needs more experimentation and validation for
productivity ideas, so I hope Bailey continues his work. . . . Bailey does us a service when he
reminds us that ‘common sense is not common practice.’” —Project Management Hacks
(blog) “Chris [Bailey] writes in an engaging way that really captured my attention. . . . He gives a
lot of good insights that I think many students, young adults, and any career-minded person
should read. Highly recommend!” —Petite Christine (blog)--This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Where to
StartTakeaway: Everyone likes the idea of becoming more productive and making positive
changes to his or her life. But in practice, both are tough, and having a deep, meaningful
reason for becoming more productive will help you sustain your motivation in the long
run.Estimated Reading Time: 8 minutes, 40 seconds A Dream Come TrueBefore each chapter,
I’ve included a takeaway of what you’ll get out of it, so you can prime your mind for what’s to
come. I’ve also included an estimate of how long it will take you to read each chapter, based on
an average reading speed of 250 words per minute.I have been enchanted with the idea of
becoming an early riser since I can remember. Before starting my project, I would frequently
daydream about waking up just a few minutes before my alarm clock sounded at 5:30,
propelling myself out of bed to ritualistically prepare a coffee, catch up on the news that had
taken place overnight, meditate, and go for a morning run before the rest of the world woke up.
In my daydream I also woke up beside Mila Kunis, but that’s for another book.Suffice it to say,
when I started A Year of Productivity, I was determined to wake up at 5:30 every morning--even
if it took me all year.Before my project, as obsessed as I was with productivity, my nighttime
and morning routines couldn’t have been less conducive to an early morning routine. After I
would finish working for the day (as efficiently as possible, naturally), I would often lose track of
time reading, hanging out with friends, or soaking in online cosmology lectures until I was
either out of time or energy for the evening. As much as I was in love with the idea of rising
early, becoming an early riser would have meant completely changing my nighttime rituals and
morning routines, which felt like more than I could handle.Of all the productivity experiments I
conducted during my year of productivity, waking up at 5:30 was easily the most challenging. At
first, I found that my 9:30 target bedtime snuck up faster and faster, and that I often had to
make the choice: pack things in earlier in the day when I still had lots to do, or stay up late to
get everything done and sleep in later. I sometimes found myself going to bed right when I had
the most energy, focus, and creativity--I’m a natural late-night person--and so I decided to stay
up later. I also wanted to hang out with my friends and my girlfriend when I was finished
researching and writing for the day, which would have been impossible if I headed to bed
early.After about six months of chipping away at countless habits to integrate an early morning
routine into my life, I settled into a new wake �up ritual, one where I rewarded myself for waking
up early (page 132), shut off my devices from 8 p.m. to 8 a.m. (page 186), quit drinking caffeine
at noon (page 228), and eased into the ritual by gradually moving my bedtime earlier over the
course of a couple of months (page 248). I’ll explain these tactics in detail later on, but
needless to say, this was one of those experiments where I learned a lot of valuable lessons
the hard way.Nonetheless, six months in, I had done it: I had woken up at 5:30 every weekday
morning for several weeks and settled into a new morning ritual. My morning routine was the
stuff I imagined productivity dreams are made of:5:30–6:00: Wake up; prepare and drink a
coffee.6:00–7:15: Walk to the gym; plan out my entire day while working out.7:15–8:15: Make a
big, healthy breakfast; shower; meditate.8:15: Reconnect to the internet (after my daily shutoff



ritual).8:15–9:00: Read.9:00–: Begin working.I continued to follow the ritual for several months
afterward, religiously powering down my devices every night at 8 p.m., heading to bed at 9:30,
and waking up promptly at 5:30, feeling virtuous and pleased with my efforts until, one Monday
morning, I realized something that stopped me cold in my tracks. I absolutely hated going to
bed and waking up early.After my initial excitement over my new routine wore off, I found
myself growing tired of saying no to hanging out with my friends, simply because I had to head
to bed early. I couldn’t stand quitting work when I was “in the zone” late at night. Every morning
I found I felt groggy for the first hour or two I was awake. And I discovered I much preferred to
meditate, work out, read, and plan out my day later on in the day, when I had more energy and
attention to bring to the tasks.Worst of all, the ritual didn’t make me more productive. With my
new routine, I found I accomplished what I intended to a lot less often, wrote fewer words on
average per day, and had less energy and focus throughout the day. And after doing the
research, I discovered that there is absolutely no difference in socioeconomic standing
between someone who is an early riser and someone who is a night owl--we are all wired
differently, and one routine is not inherently better than another. It’s what you do with your
waking hours, I discovered, that makes the difference in how productive you are (I talk more
about this on page 250).As much as I adored the idea of waking up early, in practice I liked
waking up later much more. Productivity with a PurposeI think the same is true of productivity
itself. Everyone likes the idea of taking on more and making positive changes to their life. But in
practice, becoming more productive is one of the toughest things you can undertake to do. If it
were easy, I probably wouldn’t have dedicated a year of my life to exploring the topic, and there
would be no reason for this book to exist.Though I learned a great many productivity lessons
from this yearlong experiment, perhaps the biggest lesson I learned was just how important it
is to deeply care about why you want to become more productive.If I were reading this book
instead of writing it, that last sentence is one I might have glossed over, so I think it’s worth
repeating: perhaps the biggest lesson I learned from this experiment was just how important it
is to deeply care about your productivity goals, about why you want to become more
productive.When I committed to turning my morning and nighttime routines inside out to wake
up at 5:30 every morning, I didn’t think much about whether I deeply cared about waking up
early. I was in love with the sepia-toned fantasy of being the “productivity guy” who rose while
everyone else was still sleeping and got more done than everyone else. I didn’t think much
about what it would take to make that a reality, or about whether I actually cared about what
was involved in making that change on a deeper level.Working deliberately and purposefully
throughout the day can make or break how productive you are. But having a purpose is just as
important. The intention behind your actions is like the shaft behind an arrowhead--it’s pretty
difficult to become more productive day in and day out when you don’t care about what you
want to accomplish on a deeper level. This productivity insight is by far the least sexy tip in this
book, but it may be the most important. Investing countless hours becoming more productive,
or taking on new habits or routines, is a waste if you don’t actually care about the changes
you’re trying to make. And you won’t have the motivation to sustain these changes in the long
term. Sexy ValuesThe reason I have continued to research and explore productivity over the
last decade is that productivity is connected with so many things I value at a deep level:
efficiency, meaning, control, discipline, growth, freedom, learning, staying organized. These
values are what motivate me to spend so much of my leisure time reading and seeking out
online science lectures.Waking up at 5:30 every morning? Not so much.A long procession of
people before me have written about “acting in accordance with your values,” and to be honest,
whenever I’ve read those kinds of statements about values, I have almost always tuned out, or



simply read on. Unlike Mila Kunis, values are anything but sexy. But they are most definitely
worth thinking about when you’re planning on making major changes to your life. If I had taken
just a few minutes to think about how waking up early was connected with what I deeply cared
about--not at all--I could have saved myself months of willpower and sacrifice and done
something much more productive with that time. Questioning why you want to make a change
to your life can save you countless hours or even days of time, when you discover that you
don’t really want to make the change in the first place. The Practical PartI know right now
you’re deep in “reading mode” and aren’t eager to stop reading and perform a quick challenge,
despite how much more productive doing so will make you.But making the jump between
knowing and doing is what productivity is all about.Let’s gently transition from “reading” into
“doing” and try the first productivity challenge of the book. Don’t worry, it’s a lot easier than you
think: most of the challenges in this book will take you less than ten minutes, and all you need
for most of them is a pen and a sheet or two of paper. There isn’t a challenge in every chapter,
but I have added them when I think they will be worth your time. I know your time is the most
valuable and limited resource you have, and I promise I won’t waste any of it. For every minute
you spend on these challenges, I promise you’ll make that time back at least ten times
over.Ready to go?Go ahead and grab yourself a pen and paper, and then read on. The Values
ChallengeTime required: 7 minutesEnergy/Focus Required: 6/10Value: 8/10Fun: 3/10What
you’ll get out of it: Access to your deeper reasons for becoming more productive. If you’re using
the tactics in this book to take more on, you could potentially save countless hours by only
focusing on the productivity goals you care about. The return on this challenge can be
massive.I know that if I simply suggested you make a list of your deepest-held values and then
create a plan how to act in accordance with them, you’d either put down this book to write a
negative review on Ebook Tops, or skip ahead to see what other productivity tips I have up my
sleeve.For that reason, I’ve instead selected a few very simple questions for you to ask yourself
that I’ve found helpful when examining new routines and habits. I’ve personally done every
single one of the challenges in this book and can vouch for their efficacy. They work. I’m not
just pulling them out of the ether to waste your time. To start with:Imagine this: As a result of
implementing the tactics in this book, you have two more hours of leisure time every day. How
will you use that time? What new things will you take on? What will you spend more time on?
When you picked up this book, what productivity goals, or new habits, routines, or rituals did
you have in mind that you wanted to take on?Here are some important questions regarding
your values and goals to think about.Go deep. Ask yourself: What deep-rooted values are
associated with your productivity goals? Why do you want to become more productive? If you
find yourself coming up with a lot of values you deeply care about (like meaning, community,
relationships, freedom, learning, etc.), chances are you care about the goal on a deep
personal level, and the change you have in mind is probably worth making. If you find yourself
blustering your way through this exercise, maybe a particular change or goal isn’t in tune with
your values and is not really all that important to you. (Google “list of values” for a few great
lists to start with.)If thinking about values is too daunting to you, fill in this blank with each
change you want to make: I deeply care about this because _____. Spin off as many reasons
as you can to determine whether you care about each change on a deeper level.Another quick
shortcut to determine if a change is meaningful to you: fast-forward to when you’re on your
deathbed. Ask yourself: Would I regret doing more or less of this?I believe the point of greater
productivity is to carve out more time for the things that are actually meaningful to you.But
tasks and commitments aren’t valuable only because they are meaningful to you. They can
also be valuable because they have a significant impact in your work. Not All Tasks Are



Created EqualTakeaway: Not all tasks are created equal; there are certain tasks in your work
that, for every minute you spend on them, let you accomplish more than your other tasks.
Taking a step back from your work to identify your highest-impact tasks will let you invest your
time, attention, and energy in the right things.Estimated Reading Time: 9 minutes, 47
secondsMeditating for Thirty-Five HoursI learned the hard way how important it was to slow
down and work more deliberately when I abandoned my meditation practice. So I decided to
conduct an experiment to get to the bottom of just how much meditation and slowing down
impacted my productivity--and designed an experiment to meditate for thirty-five hours over six
days.As a seasoned meditator I was no stranger to meditating for long stretches of time. Before
the experiment, I had meditated for thirty minutes every day for several years, practiced
meditation with my Buddhist meditation group every week, and attended an occasional
meditation retreat, where I lived in total silence for days at a time while meditating with other
attendees for five or six hours every day.Thirty-five hours of meditation in a week would be a lot
for even our old friend the seasoned monk, who takes an hour to do anything. But I was too
curious not to do it. To spice things up, throughout the week I also performed the same simple
chores and tasks I would usually undertake, but in a mindful state.While running the
experiment, I tried my best to remain as productive as possible during the time when I wasn’t
meditating, so I could observe the day-to-day effects of meditation on my energy levels, focus,
and productivity.--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorChris
Bailey, a graduate of Carleton University in Ottawa, wrote over 216,000 words on the subject of
productivity on his blog, A Year of Productivity, during a yearlong productivity project where he
conducted intensive research, as well as dozens of productivity experiments on himself to
discover how to become as productive as possible. To date, he has written hundreds of articles
on the subject and has garnered coverage in media as diverse as the New York Times, the
Huffington Post, New York magazine, TED, Fast Company, and Lifehacker. --This text refers to
an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Read more
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ShakespeareChapter OneSophieDay one, two weeks after the end of Wired TruthLooking for a
runaway teen living with meth cookers, especially during a massive volcanic eruption, was
probably not a good idea.But it was too late now. They were committed.Sophie Smithson
grabbed the sissy strap to stabilize herself as the Security Solutions SUV, driven by her
partner, Jake Dunn, bumped across a black rock plain on the Big Island. Their client, Ki Ayabe,
an import business owner, had hired Security Solutions to locate and retrieve his seventeen-
year-old daughter Lia, who’d supposedly run off with a meth cooker named Finn O’Brien “to
shame and anger me,” Ayabe had declared. Sophie hadn’t liked the pompous, sharp-tempered
Japanese man, but his tale of an out-of-control teen being taken advantage of by an older drug
dealer was compelling.“Weird set of directions,” Jake frowned, peering through the windshield
to scan the empty black plain, made mysterious by a heavy mist of volcanic emissions. “Not
much out here.”Sophie tapped the navigation app on her phone. “There are no road signs to
the kipuka where the meth lab is located. Natural formations and GPS coordinates were the
best our informant could do. Thankfully, there’s a track we can follow.” Kipukas, small, raised
“islands” of old growth trees, bushes, and wildlife, surrounded by fields of raw, new lava, were a
phenomenon unique to the Big Island.Jake flexed his large hands on the wheel. “We’ve got a
big chuckhole ahead.”The white Ford Escape wasn’t really built for the terrain of their current
route, and Sophie clung to the dash, as well as the strap, as the vehicle bucked through the
stony rut. She glanced at Jake. “You sure you aren’t missing your easy California life installing
alarm systems?”“You know I hated that,” Jake grinned, a flash of white teeth. “Thanks for
getting me back on the Security Solutions payroll. It was a relief to let Felicia buy me out of the
business.” Jake had recently gone through a breakup with his girlfriend/business partner, and
relocated to Oahu to be with Sophie. They were taking it slow, just beginning to date again, and
this was their first job together in more than two years.“The case looked interesting. A chance
to get away from Oahu with my boyfriend.” They hit a particularly deep hole, and Sophie yelped
as her head banged the door frame, swearing in Thai. “Daughter of a rabid jackal!”“Sorry.” Jake
wrestled the wheel, slowing them further. “This is a bit rugged, but it’s an adventure. And the
end of your month with Momi is always a good time to be distracted.”“Exactly what I was



thinking.” Sophie stabilized herself with a hand on the dash. “Ginger and Anubis love all the
socialization they’ll get with other dogs at the boarding kennel while we’re gone. And I always
try to fill my schedule when I have to send Momi back to Kaua`i.” Sophie’s two-year-old
daughter was currently with her biological father, Alika Wolcott, and nanny, Armita, in their
unusual custody arrangement of one month on, one month off. While always a hard adjustment
for Sophie when Momi and Armita left, the situation gave her time to work active cases in the
field. When her daughter and Armita were with her, Sophie did administrative tasks in the
office. Her child seemed to take the changes of venue in stride, with the consistency of care
that Armita maintained by accompanying Momi back and forth between homes.Jake slowed
the SUV further and crawled the vehicle over a mound of rock. “I don’t like the seismic reports
we’ve been seeing the last few days for Kilauea Volcano.”“There have been a lot of micro-
earthquakes reported lately. But the eruption at Kilauea has been steady since the 1980’s.
There is no reason to assume there’s going to be any new lava flows in this area,” Sophie said.
“The main danger we have to watch out for is the emissions. The gases can be quite toxic, but
they’re only present around the areas with fresh activity. According to my source, this kipuka is
where the meth lab is hidden. I had to call in a favor to get this intel, but hopefully it’s here, and
saves us a lot of time.”“Still. It’s too bad the wind is coming from the south and pushing in all
this vog,” Jake said. “Visibility is so much better when it’s blowing out to sea.”The vog blanketed
the plain in a soft, gray shroud. The sun glared acid yellow through the particulate gases and
hurt Sophie’s eyes, adding to a spooky feeling as they moved through the rough terrain. She
slid on a pair of mirrored sunglasses as they reached a flat area marked by several rusted out
vehicles.“I think this is the end of the road,” Sophie said.Jake already had his hand on his
weapon as he guided the SUV into a turn. “I’m positioning us for a quick getaway.”“Good idea.”
Sophie jumped out of the Ford and covered them visually with her Glock, as Jake maneuvered
the vehicle into position pointed back the way they’d come. She saw no one, but that didn’t
mean they weren’t being watched.Jake checked his weapon, ejecting the magazine and then
ramming it back into the grip. Sophie had gotten used to her Glock 19 police issue pistol during
her FBI years. They both wore body armor under camo fatigues done in a gray, brownish-black
and slate blue pattern that Sophie hoped would help blend with the surroundings.Sophie
headed for a rough path visible between the junked cars and checked her GPS again. “This
track is heading in the direction of the coordinates. We’re on the right path.”They moved out,
Sophie in front, Jake at her back.“What’s the plan? Arrive, guns blazing, grab the girl, and haul
her back to her father, tucked under my arm?” Jake asked.“Like I told you back at the office, I
don’t really know. You’re the extraction specialist.” Sophie slanted a glance over her shoulder at
Jake. “I still remember that from your business card when I first met you.”“And I remember
being sandbagged by how gorgeous you were in that skimpy red top when you first met me at
your door,” Jake said.“That was my sleep outfit. I wasn’t expecting you.”“All the more
unforgettable.”Sophie smiled, but kept scanning the barren lava for hostiles.Yes, she and Jake
were reconnecting and taking it slow, but that didn’t mean they didn’t have a history—an
intense one that had been blossoming until Momi’s kidnapping as a newborn, when the
circumstances around that devastating event had torn them apart.Sophie continued to watch
carefully as they trekked through the vog along the stony, uneven trail worn onto the raw lava
surface. “All we really know about the case is that Lia is supposed to be with this guy Finn
O’Brien. He’s an undocumented Irishman who supposedly came to the Big Island on vacation,
and outstayed his visa. The man found a way to make an illegal living out here, and has
gathered a close team of scoundrels and rogues to help him with that.”“Scoundrels and
rogues?”“If the adjective fits . . .”“I think we should be prepared for resistance, beginning with



our target. Lia’s a minor, but she’s not likely to want to come back to daddy because, although
Ayabe won’t admit it, she basically ran away. O’Brien’s a meth cooker and dealer with a record
and not much to lose. Let’s recon their camp first, then pull back and figure out a plan. We
might need reinforcements.”“Just what I was going to suggest.” Sophie flashed her smile at him.
The last wisps of her depression, easily activated when her daughter was gone, had been
dispelled by the upcoming action.“Would you mind if I moved out in front?” Jake raised his
brows, steel-gray eyes serious.“Not at all. I was wondering how long you’d be able to hang
back,” Sophie said. “I wasn’t joking when I said I relied on your Special Ops background in
situations like this.”“Thanks.” He kissed her as he passed by, a quick touch on the lips that lit
her nerve endings.Yes, she had a boyfriend in Jake—but the jury was still out on whether they
would make it. So much had happened between them, and others. . . like Connor. Now the de
facto leader of a clandestine spy organization with its roots in guarding Thailand’s royal family,
her former lover known as the Ghost continued to practice his unique brand of cyber justice,
and through that organization he now commanded an army of ninjas. He wanted her to help
him with his “mission,” and though Sophie had dabbled in equalizing the scales of justice, she
wasn’t ready to commit to anything more.Maybe this time with Jake would show her a new
direction—and meanwhile, his rear view wasn’t hard to look at. She suppressed a grin.They
reached a fork in the trail. Jake stopped. “You’ve got the GPS. Which way do we go?”Chapter
TwoJakeSophie removed her phone from her pocket while Jake scanned the spooky, vog-
shrouded plain. “I don’t like this,” he said.“I don’t, either.” She frowned down at the device, and
when she did, the gunshot scar bisecting her cheekbone pulled up like the cord on a window
shade. “We’re within a half mile. Take the left fork.”Sometimes he forgot how close Sophie’d
come to death that time, but the scar would always be there to remind him. The terrible
experience of carrying her unconscious, blood-soaked body out of a grave-like pit, as he tried
to keep her alive, would always be etched on his memory.Along with their camo fatigues, they
carried small backpacks that, instead of snacks, contained extra weapons, ammo, supplies for
a quick shelter, and even a dose of sleepy drugs to hit the target with if Lia Ayabe proved too
belligerent.But Jake hated going into a potential conflict situation with so little information.All
they really knew was that the girl was underage, that she was shacked up with a dangerous
meth cooker and his crew, and that the drug gang was holed up in an extremely remote and
volatile lava area. Not good.“Let’s go off comm,” Jake said. “No more talking. We don’t know
how far out they might have countermeasures.” They didn’t need the GPS anymore now that
he’d gotten a look at the distance, and taken the trail leading to the coordinates.Sophie nodded
and fell in behind him. Her trust in his leadership warmed him.Jake palmed his weapon and
kept his eyes moving and ears tuned, walking light on the balls of his feet to minimize the
crunch of the gravel—and still, he almost hit the tripwire.He stopped so suddenly, leaning over,
that Sophie collided with his back.Jake held up a fist. Sophie moved back and out of the way as
Jake bent carefully, taking a penlight out of his pocket and lighting up the thin wire strung
across the path. Sophie sucked in a breath and went very still.The only thing that had clued
him in to the line was the slightly different shade of a rock on the side of the trail to which an
IED had been attached. Jake followed the wire from the rock to the other side of the trail. A
grenade’s pin had been connected to the line.Tripping on the wire would have pulled the pin,
and the grenade would’ve gone off—a simple but effective trap for the unwary.Jake
disconnected the pin and picked up the grenade. He tucked it into his leg pouch, turning to
Sophie with a wink and a smile, hoping to reassure her. “Might be able to use this later.”Sophie
nodded, but her eyes were wide and her tawny skin had paled.Jake kept his pen light on and
they walked slower—but he saw nothing further as they approached the kipuka.Untouched, old



growth giant koa and ohia trees forming a uniquely Hawaiian forest rose out of the barren lava
like a fantasy scene set on a knoll, wreathed in drifting skeins of vog and mist. Formed by lava
flowing around a raised hill or ridge, kipukas were relics of a previous time. As they
approached, the air sweetened with the twittering song of endangered, seldom seen endemic
birds that lived in these isolated, high elevation remnant forests, drinking the nectar of flowers
and feasting on bugs that lived only in the bark of rare trees.Jake crouched to inspect the
ground as the trail disappeared into bushy growth at the base of the kipuka’s slight elevation.
He flashed the high intensity penlight around, and spotted another nearly invisible trip line, tied
between two large hapu`u tree ferns.“Be careful, Jake.” Sophie touched his back, her voice
husky.They hadn’t made love since reconnecting a couple of weeks ago; they still had a lot of
talks to have, a lot of ground to cover, a lot of mistakes to forgive; and most of those were
Jake’s.But even in this moment of danger, her touch affected him more than he wanted it to.
Jake gritted his teeth and focused on the task at hand.He traced the fishing line to another
grenade, and this time he detected a wireless camera node on another tree, pointed in their
direction. He cursed under his breath, and gestured Sophie out of the way.He moved up on the
surveillance device from the side, knocking it off the fern tree. He crunched it under a boot, and
then pushed at the tree and dug at its roots with a heel, kicking it askew and disturbing the
earth at the base. “Hopefully no one’s monitoring the camera closely and it’s just set to a
motion sensor alarm. I’m trying to make it look like a pig knocked the camera off the tree and
destroyed it—worth a shot that they didn’t see us.”Sophie helped in scuffing up the ground as if
one of the many wild boar in the area had gone after the tree’s roots.“Let’s get off this trail and
see if we’ve been made.” Jake gestured for Sophie to follow him, glad that they had chosen
clothing that would meld with the forest floor, foliage, and the dark shades of the lava.They
moved away from the path into the brush and bushes as quietly as they could, and finally Jake
tugged Sophie down beside him in the shadow of a large ohia tree. “We need to work our way
closer to the camp. See if we can move in and grab our target, or at least verify her location
and come back with a better strike team.”Sophie nodded. “That’s the plan.” Jake led them
forward slowly through virgin forest, paralleling the path the meth cookers had made.Hearing
the crunching of leaves underfoot and the sound of voices, Jake stopped Sophie with a hand
on her arm, and they hunkered down behind a fallen tree. Jake peeked up long enough to spot
two men coming along the trail.“That damn camera,” one of them grumbled. “Stupid thing is
always making the alarm go off.” He was wearing a red ball cap, a bright target in the dim
jungle.“Probably just another wild pig or a battery that needs changing,” the other man agreed.
He wore a Primo Beer hoodie over drop-waisted jeans like an urban gangsta dropped into the
Hawaii wilderness.These guys weren’t pros, but the weapons they packed were plenty deadly:
Red Cap carried an AK, loosely hanging by a chest strap, and Primo Beer carried a couple of
Desert Eagle chrome magnums, one in his hand and the other tucked into his belt.Jake and
Sophie held absolutely still as the men passed them, loud and oblivious.“Now’s a good time to
get some distance toward the camp,” Jake whispered. He grabbed Sophie’s hand, guiding her
up onto the well-maintained trail. They broke into a run, both holding their weapons at the
ready, and soon reached a fence topped with razor wire, and a locked gate.“We’re at ground
zero,” Jake whispered. He led Sophie into the shelter of a large, fallen log off to the side of the
path. “Let’s move in closer and see what we can see.”Chapter ThreeConnorConnor walked
among the rows of drilling trainee ninjas in the main courtyard of the Y��Ð Khûmk�¡n’s temple
stronghold. The recruits practiced all around him, their black robes anonymous, their shaved
heads rendering them almost indistinguishable. And yet, Connor could sense each man’s
energy, and registered them in his mind’s eye in all the shades of the rainbow.He could already



tell which men would struggle. He could see the ones that would fail. And he knew which ones
would betray the code. A perception of the energy field around each person had been
becoming clearer and clearer to him in the time since he’d been promoted to Number One
leader in the Master’s absence.But Connor had no one to discuss his perceptions with, now
that the Master had gone.Was this how the Master knew which number to ink onto the back of
the recruits’ shaved scalps when they first arrived? Why then, did the Master allow things to
play out, and the recruits to go through their training? Was there a chance for someone to
change the ugly color of their aura to something cleaner, clearer?Connor glanced towards the
dais at the front of the orderly rows, where his second-in-command, Pi, lead them by
example.Pi’s movements were crisp. His form was impeccable, perfect. His stance was strong.
The color of his aura was a fine bright blue, but there was a sickly quality wavering through it, a
bruised edge that revealed corruption.Connor knew, when he had defeated Pi in combat and
allowed him to live, that he’d potentially only delayed a problem that would have to be
resolved.But still he didn’t want conflict. He wanted a partnership with Pi, an equal sharing of
the responsibility of leadership. He didn’t feel ready to run everything at the compound
indefinitely, alone. How long would it go on?He already missed Sophie and her precious
daughter Momi, the daughter of his heart. Not only that, but he also had many possible cases
awaiting his brand of justice. Running the compound and the management of the recruits was
time-consuming. With no idea of the time frame of the Master’s absence, he couldn’t make any
forward movement in the ways that would make sense to him: namely, handing over more and
more of the responsibility for the day-to-day running of the compound to Pi, and spending more
time on the overall mission of the Y��Ð Khûmk�¡n and his vigilante justice activities.Jake was back
with Sophie, and sometime in the future, there would be a reckoning between him and his
onetime friend. Jake still carried anger toward Connor for a perceived deception involved with
his ongoing friendship with Sophie, and Connor didn’t look forward to when Jake delivered the
beatdown he’d promised—but he’d endure it, for Sophie’s sake.Connor adjusted a recruit’s
stance near him with a touch of the ivory baton he carried. Moving on, he corrected another
man’s kick, falling in beside him to model the proper form. He moved to the end of the row, and
then, when all of the fight choreography had been completed, and Pi had given the signal to fall
back into stillness, Connor raised his hands and gave the daily blessing.The men dispersed to
their various tasks, leaving Connor and Pi alone in the courtyard.It was time.Connor nodded to
Nine, his closest friend and ally in the organization. Nine trotted off. They’d discussed this plan
in advance, and Connor approached Pi. “Come. Take breakfast with me in the garden, and we
will discuss the progress of the men.”Pi was a harshly handsome man, bulkier than Connor,
with dark eyes and expressive black brows. His hair, too, was growing out and was already
longer than the blond fuzz covering Connor’s scalp now that he no longer had to shave
it.Connor led the man through the maze of aisles and stairs to the Master’s garden. This
sanctuary was the antithesis of the Spartan environment of the compound, with its ancient
stone and lack of ornamentation. The garden was surrounded by high walls to protect it from
the jungle and the elements. Beautiful flowering and fruit trees lined those walls. A koi pond,
thick with water lilies, was the centerpiece. The grass around the pond was smooth as velvet,
and a table waited under one of the trees, already laid with two places and their meal
dishes.He felt Pi wondering at the beauty of the place, at Connor’s motives for bringing him
there. This wasn’t telepathy, but an odd kind of knowing, a sense of the emotions of those
around him. Connor’s new ability to slow and manipulate time was evolving in new directions.
He had to speak to the Master about it as soon as possible. But that time was not now.Connor
brought his attention back to the moment. Facing the pond was a six-foot high, one-foot



diameter, column of tiger’s eye gemstone. That plinth had been the site of Connor’s first
exposure to the Master’s incredible abilities, powers he was beginning to share.“I have a test
for you,” Connor told Pi. “Something the Master showed me.”Pi glanced around the garden, but
his gaze came back to the column as he stood beside Connor. Early morning sun struck the
stone and seemingly lit it from within. Light flared over the polished surface in mesmerizing
patterns.“What is this test, Number One?” As always, Pi’s words were outwardly respectful but
vibrated with challenge.“Leap up on top of that pillar, seat yourself in lotus position, and
engage in meditation. When you feel ready, dismount and land standing.” Connor well-
remembered the Master, one of the first times he had met with him privately, seated cross-
legged atop the column. The first rays of the morning sun had struck the gem, turning the
column to fire. Connor would never forget standing there, wondering how the Master had
gotten to the top, let alone seated himself in that position.And then the Master had dismounted
with a flip, landing on his feet in the grass, perfectly serene.“Looks easy enough,” Pi
said.Connor did not reply.Pi approached the column. He had clearly never seen the Master at
meditation there, or he would not have done what he did—he grasped the column with his
hands and thighs, gripping on with tree trunk legs and powerful arms, attempting to shinny up
the pillar. He almost made it to the top, but then slid down the length of the pole to land in a
disgruntled heap on the grass.Pi immediately began another assault on the stone
column.Connor might as well get comfortable. He walked over to the table, sat down, and
uncovered the dishes, poured himself tea and began a breakfast of eggs, fried rice, and fresh
vegetables from the compound’s garden.Pi continued to attempt to climb the plinth, but every
time he neared the top, he slid back down. Connor was reminded of watching greased pole
climbing contests on YouTube, in another life before this one.Finally, Pi was able to hook his
fingers over the top of the plinth, and, using pure arm strength, drag his body up onto the
circular, flat top. The diameter was too narrow for Pi to get his feet under him to stand, or even
sit. He hung, draped over the pillar’s crown, on his belly.He glared over at Connor, who was
nearly finished with his breakfast. “I will have to work up to this task.”“So it appears. Come have
some breakfast before it gets cold.” Connor picked up his teacup and took a sip.Pi shoved back
off of the top of the tiger’s eye and slid to the ground, frustration in his abrupt movements.
Connor, watching the man’s energy field, frowned as it darkened from dark blue to almost black
around the edges.That was all the warning he had, as Pi reached into the pocket of his gi. A
flash of metal—and something was flying toward Connor.Connor stretched time, slowing it
down—and he saw a steel ninja star spinning gently, end over end, moving through the air like
a child’s whirligig and headed straight for Connor’s head.Connor got up from his seat, moving
at normal speed, and plucked the six-bladed shuriken out of the air, absorbing its momentum
with a whirl of his own. He sandwiched it between his palms and walked over to Pi. The man’s
face was mottled with rage and his energy had gone black with hate.Connor would have to find
someone else to be his leadership partner. He shut his eyes; he felt nothing but compassion
and sorrow for Pi. The man could have had all that he wanted, but he’d let jealousy control
him.Connor positioned himself directly in front of his rival, and allowed time to move forward
normally again.Pi crashed into him, carried forward by the momentum of his throw. Connor
steadied him with a hand on his shoulder and held out the star, glinting on his palm. “This is
yours.”Pi’s eyes widened. He staggered back and away from Connor’s touch, sputtering. “How
did you . . .”Connor gathered energy from within, centered himself, and leaped from the ground,
performing a neat twist to land on top of the pillar. “You failed, Pi. You are not fit to lead the Y��Ð
Khûmk�¡n. Witnesses?”Nine, and three more of the senior brethren, were stationed around the
walls of the garden, watching through secret peepholes on ledges outside the walls. They rose



to stand in their positions, and their heads appeared at the four compass points of the circular
garden. They then ascended to stand on the parapet and look down into the sheltered
bower.“We witness, Number One,” Nine called out in a loud, ringing voice. “Pi is not fit to
lead.”Connor stood on one leg and, carefully using balance and the strength of his feet, eased
down into lotus position on the top of the plinth. Seated with his legs folded on the narrow circle
of the column, he shut his eyes. “Escort him from the compound,” he said quietly.From behind
his closed lids, Connor could still see Pi below him, emitting dark vibrations of hate and
despair. The warm, bright energy signatures of Connor’s loyal followers on the wall moved as
they walked to escort Pi to the outer wall of the compound, where he would be sent out onto
the jungle road and into exile.Pi darted suddenly toward the breakfast table.Connor opened his
eyes as his rival grabbed a knife off of the table, reversing the handle and pointing it toward his
own throat.Connor slowed time again. He floated down off the plinth and plucked the knife out
of Pi’s fingers. Once more he stood in front of the man, close enough to touch him, this time
grasping the means of Pi’s intended suicide.Connor set the knife back down on the breakfast
table as time snapped back into normal speed. Pi gasped and his empty hands touched his
throat. His eyes fastened on Connor, filled with despair and rage. “How are you doing this?”“I
don’t really know. But time obeys my will. And I sense that it is not your time to go from this
mortal plane.”“I don’t want to live if I am not a part of the Y��Òà”“I understand. And yet, live you
must.”A glimmer of hope in the man’s dark eyes. “But why, master?”Connor didn’t correct him;
the title of respect was merited. “I can’t see the future. Maybe I will be able to someday. I just
know it’s not your time to die.”The elders from the top of the wall had finally reached them, and
they took Pi’s arms to escort him away.“I will never forget what I’ve seen here,” Pi said.Connor
inclined his head. There was nothing more to say. The senior men escorted him away.Connor
sat and gestured to Nine. “Why don’t you join me for breakfast instead?”Nine sat across from
him. The man’s square, solid shoulders hunched forward, and his unreadable eyes met
Connor’s. “Your powers are increasing, Number One.”“Yes. But I don’t yet know what it means. I
can now see the energy fields around people, and read their feelings. This was one of the
Master’s gifts, although he did not explain that. Now that I have this gift, too, I realize that’s how
he did so many of the things that seemed impossible to us.”“A divine mystery.” Nine uncovered
a dish and began eating.Connor poured some more tea. His thoughts returned to Sophie and
her daughter. What did it mean that his powers were increasing? Would they affect his ability to
spend time with the only people he considered family?His private island, Phi Ni, off the coast of
Thailand, continued to be an open secret from the Y��Ð Khûmk�¡n, and the place where he could
meet Sophie and her entourage.“I think you should reach out to the Master,” Nine said. “It’s
time to find out what his plans are, why he has left you in charge, and update him on the
situation with Pi. It would also be good to have news of your beloved Sophie’s mother, and her
health.”“We are not together like that. Sophie has another man in her life.” Connor needed at
least one person he trusted like a brother. Nine had been that person.“And yet she is your
beloved.” Nine poured himself some more tea.Connor paused to think that over. He and Sophie
had had no physical chemistry when they’d last kissed, even filled with expectation and
excitement at being together. And still, he had no doubt that she was the only woman he would
ever love. “I guess you’re right, after all. There are many kinds of love.”“And we explore none of
them here at the Y��Ð Khûmk�¡n,” Nine said. “Unfortunately.”“That’s another question I have for the
Master. Why the celibacy? What does it do for us? How does that aspect affect us as
guardians and agents of Thailand? And yet, the Master himself is not celibate.” Pim Wat,
Sophie’s deadly mother, had long shared the Master’s bed.“My assumption has always been
that focusing our sexual energy towards the work increases our power.”Connor shook his head.



“Perhaps. As my powers have increased, sexual desire and interest have waned.”“We can see
that in the older men, in their discipline. The younger ones still suffer. There is much changing
of the sheets,” Nine grumbled.“If I stay here permanently, I will want to understand more clearly
why we do things the way we do, and how it helps our mission. If it doesn’t, I am not opposed
to the men having lovers and families.”Nine raised his head, his eyes wide. “That would require
a complete overhaul of all protocols.”Connor smiled. “Then perhaps it’s time for me to get in
touch with the Master, before I change things so much here that he can’t recognize this place
when he returns.”Chapter FourSophieSophie crouched beside Jake in the lee of the fallen log.
The smell of damp and rotten wood, a pleasantly earthy scent, filled her nostrils. Her ears were
tuned for any sound from the trail or the camp, but all she could hear were her own elevated
respiration, the twitter of the birds in the trees overhead, and the deep sound of Jake’s
controlled breathing. She could feel his warmth too, without even touching him; the man threw
off heat like a stove.She scanned around them one more time, still feeling vulnerable and
barely hidden, but saw nothing out of the ordinary. She refocused on Jake.Her partner had his
phone out. Using his fingertips, he expanded an image. “This satellite pic of the camp just
came in from Bix. This is the intel I was hoping for, going in.”Sophie leaned in close to see.The
image was surprisingly clear for a satellite picture; it made her shiver a little to think of how
much of anyone’s life could be tracked easily using the cameras circling the planet.The
photograph showed a perimeter of forest inside the fence line, providing some cover for the
camp. A central metal barn, whose roof was painted in camouflage colors, squatted beneath
the trees, surrounded by smaller outbuildings.Jake pointed a finger at the closest hut. “Drawing
a line from the front gate to this shack, I can estimate where we are relative to the main
building. Let’s wait here until nightfall. Then make a cut in the fence and go into the sheds that
look like they house people; see if we can identify our target. Dark will be a better potential
opportunity to extract her, given that they have so many countermeasures.”Sophie looked up
into the canopy of trees. “What time is nightfall?”“Three hours.”She raised her brows. “That’s a
long time to sit behind a log and wait.”“We could find somewhere with more cover.” Jake’s smile
flickered. “I can think of some ways to pass the time.”Sophie wanted to smile, but shook her
head instead. “I think we should go in now. The longer we’re hanging out here, the more
chance of discovery.”As if to underline her words, they heard the two men coming back. Both
ducked lower behind the log. “Gonna have to replace that camera,” Red Cap’s voice grumbled.
“Freakin’ pigs.”“At least with our fence, they can’t get inside the compound,” Primo Beer
said.“O’Brien is going to be pissed.”Jake and Sophie exchanged a glance. “The boyfriend,”
Jake mouthed.Sophie risked a glance up and over the log. Red Cap was undoing the padlock
on the simple gate made of a square panel of fencing wire. He pulled it open with a creak, and
he and Primo Beer went through.The man was turning back around to re-lock it, when the
earth shuddered violently. Red Cap fell to his knees, clinging to the fence.It took Sophie several
seconds to understand what was happening as the quiet forest erupted in sounds of
disturbance: the trees shrieked and moaned as they lashed back and forth, rubbing against
each other. A sound like wind rushed through their branches, raining twigs and leaves on the
heaving ground. Everything jerked around Sophie, as if being in a movie that was glitching.
Sophie covered her mouth with a hand to keep from crying out.“Earthquake!” Jake hissed from
behind her.Sophie’s gaze had been on the meth gang. Red Cap stayed on his knees, holding
onto the fence, while Primo Beer howled in fright as he lay spread-eagled on the ground.Jake
surged up and over the log, running toward the men and the still open gate, only staggering a
little as the uneven bucking of the ground continued—he’d apparently decided to take
advantage of the distraction to make a move.Sophie fumbled her weapon out and pushed up



on the log, relieved to find that the earthquake was subsiding into a series of uneven shudders,
even as she heard a tremendous rending crash of a tree falling in the distance. She couldn’t
seem to steady her legs, but forced them to work anyway, jogging toward the gate.Jake was
already through the aperture. He’d punched Red Cap in the head, knocking the man into a
sprawl of unconscious arms and legs, and now had Primo Beer in a chokehold in the crook of
his elbow.The man soon went limp.Sophie slid her backpack off and took out a couple of zip
ties, securing Red Cap’s feet and hands. Following Jake’s example, she tugged the man out
through the gate and down, hauling him under the armpits into the depression behind the log
where they’d so recently sheltered.Jake was panting with exertion as he secured his captive,
and Sophie was a little relieved to hear it as she was severely out of breath from dragging a
couple of hundred pounds of human more than fifty feet into cover.“Got the tape?” Jake
asked.Sophie nodded, pulling out a roll of heavy silver duct tape from her pack. She tore off a
strip and covered Red Cap’s mouth with it, as Jake taped Primo Beer’s.Jake looked at his
heavy metal watch. “Five minutes. Thank you, earthquake.”“It was a very handy diversion, but
I’m worried what it means for an eruption in this area,” Sophie said.“Agree. We need to get in,
grab our girl, and get out. Let’s move.”Chapter FiveJakeJake led the way forward, and paused
behind a tree outside the cluster of buildings to assess the situation. He could feel the heat of
Sophie’s body close behind him as he scanned the area.The earthquake had acted like kicking
an anthill would do.The crew burst out of the buildings. Jake quickly counted them, looking for
and taking note of a petite Asian girl with long black hair: the target.“We have two options. We
can wait until they go back in to whatever they’re doing, or we can rush them now. Grab her
while chaos reigns.”Sophie took a moment to watch the scene before them. He could almost
hear her busy brain working. “Rush them now. They aren’t going to expect it.”“I’ll handle the
dealers, you get the girl, since you’re carrying the tranq.”“Copy that.” Sophie fumbled the
tranquilizer dart gun out of her backpack and slipped it into her pocket, leaving her hands free.
“She might want to come with us.”“Don’t hold your breath.” Jake pulled both of his pistols, and
strode forward into the clearing. His voice cracked like a whip over the chaotic group. “Drop
your weapons and no one gets hurt.”He didn’t see any weapons, but the assumption had to be
that everyone was armed.Two of the men complied, their eyes wide with surprise as they
dropped pistols and a knife on the ground, and raised their hands. One man, taller than the
rest, bearded with handsome features, grabbed the target in his arms.“Back the hell away!”
O’Brien shouted, holding a pistol against the girl’s temple.Lia Ayabe shrieked like a singed cat
and writhed in her captor’s arms. “What the hell are you doing?”“Some boyfriend,” Jake
muttered, trying to get a shot at the asshole’s head.Sophie, meanwhile, circled around behind
the duo. She stepped up and placed the bore of her Glock on the back of the boyfriend’s head.
“Drop it now.” If Jake’s voice had been a whip, Sophie’s was an icy stiletto.O’Brien raised his
arms slowly, letting go of the girl, and dropped his pistol.Lia tore out of her boyfriend’s arms
and whirled on him, ignoring Jake and Sophie. “What the hell was that about?”The man pursed
his lips and shook his head. “Just an act. Trying to get them to let us go.”“I don’t care what you
were trying to do! Don’t touch me!”Sophie grabbed the target by the arm, keeping her weapon
pointed at the boyfriend. “It’s okay, Lia. We’re getting you out of here.”“Everybody on your
knees.” Jake was already pulling zip ties out of a handy side pocket to secure the dealers. The
men complied, grumbling, and he advanced toward them.“Hey there, cowboy.” A deep voice
with an Irish accent cut across the clearing. “I’ve got a shotgun aimed at your woman, and I’m
hoping you don’t want her to die.”Jake’s gaze flew to the doorway of the largest shed.A tall man
with a shaved head and a neat red beard stood in the doorway, holding a Remington Tac-13
semi-auto comfortably across his tight midsection. His eyes were on Jake, but that killer gun



was on Sophie. “Drop your weapons and let go of my girl, or the lady gets it.”The guy who’d
grabbed the target wasn’t the boyfriend.Sophie slowly raised her hands. The girl tore away
from her, running to plaster herself against O’Brien. She looked tiny beside his bulk, and way
too young, but the vicious tone of her voice gave Jake a chill. “Shoot ‘em, baby.”“On your
knees,” O’Brien said, his flat blue eyes expressionless. Who was this guy? Clearly, they’d
underestimated him—Finn O’Brien was no stranger to violence.Sophie glanced over at Jake.
He held her gaze and gave a slight nod as he dropped to his knees, lacing his fingers on the
back of his head. No contract was worth dying for.Sophie knelt as well. “We were hired by Lia’s
father to bring her home,” she said. “We’re not cops. Let us leave, and you’ll have no further
trouble.”“That’s not going to happen,” O’Brien said.The other gang members scrambled to their
feet. Eager to prove his worth, the one who’d grabbed the girl reached Jake first. He kicked him
in the legs, cursing ripely. Jake went down and curled into a ball, his arms around his head.
Pain detonated like explosions in his body as the bastards rained kicks and blows on him.“Stop
it!” Sophie screamed, but they didn’t stop, and there was nothing for Jake to do but take it and
live to fight another day.A blow to his head brought welcome darkness.The only way Jake knew
he was awake was the pain, because the darkness was as thick as it had been when he’d
been knocked out.He groaned, and his voice sounded funny—echoey and hollow.“Jake. Are
you okay?” Sophie’s voice came from right beside him, pressured with stress.“Not sure.” Jake
ran his tongue around the inside of his mouth, testing for broken teeth. He tasted blood and
he’d bitten his tongue rather badly, but nothing else had been lost, thank the good Lord. He
liked his teeth and his mom had paid good money for orthodontia in his teens. He breathed
shallowly against sharp stabs of soreness from his ribs and abdomen. His thighs were one big
mess of bruises, but when he stretched his legs out gently, he could move them. “Nothing’s
broken. I think. Maybe a few ribs—those are the worst.” He rubbed his eyes, but nothing. Still
couldn’t see. “What the crap happened to the lights? Am I blind?” He tried to keep his breathing
even and calm, though he was blinking rapidly in rising panic at the total blackness.“No, you’re
not. They pitched us into a lava tube. There’s no light down here.” Sophie’s hands touched his
face, his head, and he hissed a sharp breath as she encountered the goose egg on the back of
his skull. “I’m feeling for wounds.”“Don’t bother.” Jake twitched away from her touch. “Let’s focus
on getting out of here before you worry about first aid. How long was I out?”“Not long. Fifteen
minutes or so.”Now that his eyes had been open a while, Jake could perceive a slight gray
circle in the space above him. “That the way we came in? They covered the hole.”“Yes. A
plywood circle.”A rank odor had been penetrating Jake’s awareness; a fruity but foul scent that
felt like a slimy substance being rubbed all over his abraded skin. “What the hell is that
smell?”“I think this is their refuse pit.” He could tell Sophie was breathing through her mouth.
“There’s human waste down here. Kitchen scraps. And, I think, some decomp.”“Decomp? As
in . . . a body?”“Maybe it’s a dead animal,” Sophie said, but she didn’t sound hopeful.A wave of
nausea swamped Jake. He shut his eyes. He was lightheaded, disoriented by the totally black
environment, and that smell . . . “Gah! I think I’m going to puke.”“It would be better on your ribs
if you didn’t,” Sophie said evenly. “Not to mention the odors we are currently subjected to.
Though I expect in a few hours they will no longer seem so acute.”Jake breathed slowly
through his nose, counting to five on each inhale and exhale, and spitting out the taste of bile
until the nausea receded.“What have you been able to determine about this chamber?” He
finally asked.“They stripped us of everything in our pockets, so I don’t have anything to use for
light. I didn’t want to start exploring because I have a sense that this is a roomy cavern, and I
didn’t want to lose track of you while you were unconscious.” Sophie’s voice continued to be
eerily calm. “I’ve established a five-foot perimeter around our drop site.”Jake craned his neck to



look up overhead. “How far up is that?”
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P. Rice, “Another hit!. I read a lot of books. Since retirement, I read about a book a day. In my
lifetime, I have read thousands of books. I take my Kindle with me where ever I go and read
every chance I get. If it is a really good book, I will stay up reading until I finish the book or just
can’t keep my eyes open.There are a lot of good writers out there in the world with good ideas
for plot lines that aren’t too cliched or done to death. However, my favorites don’t just string
words together in a coherent manner, they are storytellers. A storyteller makes you care about
their characters. They invite you into a hero/heroine that is human, complex, and someone
you’d like to meet and befriend. A storyteller builds the story with each page, pulling you along
to read just one more paragraph, one more page, one more chapter until you are at the end
and you want to read more. As the story’s tension builds, the reader’s breath intensifies, the
heart begins to race, and you are fully drawn into the pace of the story.Toby Neal is a
storyteller of the best kind. She develops her characters as though they are real people,
people you want to know. Even her ‘bad guys’ have developed personalities and back stories
to explain their actions. Her plots are feasible. The arc of the story is plausible. Her characters
relate to each other in authentic ways. Set in the Hawaiian Islands, she includes their history,
their customs, their problems and their pleasures.Wired Ghost, Neal’s latest in telling Sophie’s
story takes place 2 years after her last book. Much has changed while the past still has a
stronghold on Sophie’s heart and mind. Wired Ghost introduces a new hunk of a man in her
life as Sophie deals with her feelings for Alika, Connor, and Jake. Stolen diamonds, a trip to
San Francisco, and her daughter, Momi, all take her attention as she takes a break from being
a CEO to working in the field again.Wired Ghost can be read as a stand-alone story, but I
highly recommend that you start from the beginning of Sophie’s journey. Reading the earlier
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books in order will give a greater depth of understanding and enjoyment to this installment. If I
could give Wired Truth and Toby Neal 6 stars I would, but 5 will have to do.”

Gregory Donaldson, “Very emotional book. I have never struggled so hard to figure out how
many stars to give a book or what to write in the review. I am not a writer I am a reader, so I
usually write a short quick note on how much I enjoyed reading a certain book or why I gave a
book less than five stars. I finished this book yesterday, my first thought was to give it two or
three stars but decided I needed to work through all of my jumbled emotions first.My first
thought was, I have struggled with the Wired series since the ninth book Wired Courage, which
was a very hard read for me. I found myself putting the book down for long periods of time until
I decided the only way to finish it was to quickly skim over the parts that were causing me so
much stress. I read the last two books with excitement and trepidation, not sure I was going to
enjoy reading about Sophie’s journey anymore.Toby Neal is an exceptional author who has the
ability to make her characters come alive, she makes you love or hate her characters, feel what
they feel, laugh or cry with them, remember them. My emotions are still a mixed up mess after
reading Wired Ghost, I am not happy about what happened to a beloved character, the whole
book made me feel like I was on a roller coaster of emotions.I laid in bed last night thinking am
I going to be able to read this series to the end? After a lot of thought, I realized of course I
can’t stop now, I need to see Sophie’s journey through to the end. Just because I didn’t like
what’s been happening in the last few books, doesn’t make it a two or three star book, the fact
that this series grabbed me and won’t let go, that is what makes it a five star rating. I have faith
that Toby Neal will bring Sophie’s journey to a happy ending.I have read hundreds of books
over my sixty years, and many of those books I don’t remember the title, what it was about or
even the authors name. Toby Neal, you are one of the few authors that I remember every book.
All your books come alive, painting beautiful pictures in my head and making me feel all of
these strong emotions, for me that is a five star book.”

BookNerd, “Not the story I wanted but.... ***NO SPOILERS***No one can argue that Toby
stays true to her characters!This was probably my favorite book of the series. It's difficult to
articulate why without spoiling the plot but I'll try. Although fictional, Sophie's emotional
struggles as well as the challenges and reactions all the characters face and deal with have
always been so real and authentic; one of the reasons I love Toby Neal books is because she
can paint emotion into a tangible thing just like she does when describing the scenery. I've
laughed, cried, grieved and cheered with all of her characters and never more so than with this
latest adventure.It's far too complex a story to bother with a summary that basically mimics the
dust jacket but I love that, too! So much has happened within the Wired series but with each
new addition it feels like I never left!Another sensory masterpiece.”

GrumpyGranny, “Love, but.... I adore Toby Neal’s work immensely, and this book is superb, as
always. Sophie is a special character and that fact that Ms Neal let her characters dictate
some not so happy events because “it felt right” was right on target. My problem is a purely
personal one - I am sick to death of Pim Wat and The Master. Surely, there must be enough
adventures for Sophie to be involved in that we do not need to continually return to yet more
abuse from self absorbed self righteous megalomaniacs? At what point is Sophie allowed to
be the self reliant competent adult she has learned to be, in all aspects of her life? Constant
betrayal, especially by family, is not something a woman like Sophie should constantly be
falling for.”



mabeller, “Mollified. After the last book, I wasn’t sure I would continue with this series. I won’t
give a spoiler alert but things didn’t work out the way I wanted them to. Which, after thinking
about it, means I must be very invested in these books to care that much. This book gave me
hope that maybe Sophie will end up with the obvious person (at least to me) that she’s meant
to be with. Looking forward to the next in the series.”

Margaret, “Addicted. So good to read about Sophie again.Didn't like Jake back for such a short
time but look forward to him popping in again in the future. I hope it won't be too long for that
and the new addition ”

The book by Toby Neal has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 354 people have provided feedback.
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